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At the risk ofahoayspreparing fo the %&’ war, thestwdyofmititary
history canpnwide vakinbh insights into why the uictars sacceedand
the vanquished he. The contmst of German and Souiet wa~fighting
‘W@& on the Eastern Fnmt in Wortd War II is a case in point. One
siok can karn tim the other and reverse the mtes of the apparent vic-
torand vanquished.
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DURING World War II, the operation-
al level of war was recognized ae hav-

ing great importance and utilitv for US com-
ba~&its. Itwas at the operatio~al level that
the theater commander communicated his
views concerning the employment of mili-
tary resources at his disposal. It was essen-
tia~the theater commander plan for the use
of these resources over periods of several
weeks afid even months.

After the war ended, the importance of
the operational level was lost as service
schools began to tezichonly tactics and strat-
egy. Perhaps this decreased emphasis was
understandable considering the pressure at
the end of World War II to demobilize forces
(a task accomplished with great success)
and the subsequent Cold War. The United
States eimply did not have a large standing
army or the forces prepared to execute ex-
tended campaigns. Also the strategic think-
ing was that ariarmy was obsolete with the
power of tbe atomic bomb and the long-
range bomber. Any war would obviously be
short in view of massive retaliation.

The conflicts in Korea and Vietnam did
little to change this thinking. These were
essentially conflicts at the tactical level and
did not necessitate the orchestration of
large units. The operational level of war was
still overlooked.

However, since 1976 the US Army has
recognized there is a need to weave a strate-
gic fabric from the individual tactical
strands of combat, and this coordination
must take place within the theater of opera-
tions. Leaders have become convinced there
is a great possibility for limited, convention-
al war. There is a need for a standing force
prepared to fight small incursions and
large-scale, protracted conflicts. With the
1982 version of US Army Field Manual
(FM) 100-5, Operations, there has been a
rebirth of interest in the operational level of
war.

The operational level of war is best char-

acterized as the overall orchestration &d
control of various comporients or tactics
used to achieve some strate~c goals. It is of-
ten defined as large-unit operations. It
translates the strategic goals of the nation

The operational level demands that
fundamental decisions about when and
where to tight and whether to accept or

decline battle be made. , . . It is the iden-
tification of the enemy’s center ofgravit~

and the concentration of combat power
through tire and maneuver against that

point to achieve decisive victorm

(generally the province of the political lead-
ers) into a series of steps to be executed by
tactical combat units (generally corps and
below). Like the music produced by the
many pieces of an orchestra is harmonious
sound, the operational level orchestrates
the actions of a number of subordinates to-
ward acommon goal. Inthis case the theater
commander is analogous to the orchestra
conductor.

The theater commander must visualize
his operations from beginning to end and
base his plan on specific means of defeating
bis enemy. According to (draft) FM 100—15,
Corps Operations, this may include making
the enemy’s position in the theater unten-
able by destroying his logistic support, de-
feating his allies or separating him from
them, occupying facilities and terrain criti-
cal to the enemy, separating his forces, at-
tacking his homeland, destroying the will of
his nation to continue resistance, destroy-
ing his fighting forces or any combination of
these.

FM 100—5 defines “operational art” as
the employment of military forces ta attain
strategic goals in a theater of war or theater
of operations through design, organization
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and conduct of campaigns and major opera-
tions. It is implementedby defininga seriesof
joint actions desigued to attain a strategic
objective in the theater of war. The opera-
tional level demands that fundamental de-
cisions about when and where to tight and
whether to acceptor decline battle be made.

The effective operational
commander must see the enemy’s
current courses of action, as well

as future dispositions and optioas avail-
able to both sides. The operational

level must be sufficiently robust so that
minor tactical setbacks do not disrupt
the tlow of the plan aitd its potential

to accomplish the theater goals.

In essence, it is the identification of the ene-
my’s center of gravity and the concentration
of combat power through fire and maneuver
against that point to achieve decisive vic-
tory.

Perhaps most important to the operation-
al level of war is a vision provided by the
commander of the resulting conditions he
expects to obtain when the operation is over.
}fe has to define what mihtary condition
must be produced in the theater to achieve”
the strategic goal, what sequence of actions
is most likely to achieve that goal and how
resources should be applied, in what priori-
ty, to follow the planned sequence.

The operational level of war is made oper-
ational in a campaign plan, defined by Joint
Chiefs*ofStaff (JCS) Publication 1,Depart,
ment of Defense Dictionary of Militaiy and

Associated Terms, .asa “plan for a series of
related mditary operations aimed to accom-
plish a common objective, normally within a
given time and space.” Likewise, FM 100—5
states that a campaign, the representative
of the operational level of war, consists of

“sustained operations designed to defeat an
enemy force in a specified space and time
with simultaneous and sequential battles.”
JCS Publication 2, Unified Action Armed
Forces, states that for major commands the
operational level of war must “express the
commander’s decision in terms of specific
operations projected as far into the future as
practicable . . . an orderly schedule of the
strategic decisions made by the commander
to allow sufficient time to procure and pro- ‘
vide the means to secure desired or absigned
objectives.”

Thus, the operational level of war takes
the strategic aims of the nation and express-
es the means to attain them. It includes or-
chestration of timing, resources, priorities,
forces, and the needs and goals of the com-
mand. The operational level focuses the ac-
tivities of a number of subcommands and
ensures needed resources arrive in the area ,
of operations according to an established
schedule that supports the efforts of each
subcommand.

The essence of the operational level is the
ability of the commander to visualize and
foresee operations effectively. This is the
coup d’oeil mentioned by Carl von Clause-
~tz and,Henri Jomini–the inner eye of vi-
sion to hterally .js.eethe future and to take
action to make the vision happeri.The OPE% .

ational level does not necessarily refl~ct the
entire war, but may only address the ~ime
needed to achieve intermediate theat$r ob-
jectives. Winning the entree war may re-
quire several campaigns.

Also recognize that a large theater of war
may be divided into several smaller the-
aters of operations because of size or diversi-
ty of geography and people. Each of these
levels has an operational commander, and
often the synchronization of these,campaign
plans becomes a center of gravity for the .
friendly (and enefny) forces. Thus, the effect-
ive operational commander is suftic~ntly
flexible to allow adjustment during execu- ‘”
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Historical accounts of traumatic events are bound to include nationalistic
sentiment. For this reason, US accounts of World War II seldom portray the tre-

mendous infZuence the Soviet Union had on the conduct of the war and the ultimate
defeat of Germany. This is understandable in light ofpostwar tensions

and the Cold War of the 1950s.

t]on based on the exigencies of the conflict
situation and keeps his orders simple to
overcome the potential friction inevitable in
any conflict.

The operational commander must threat-
en tbe enemy in several areas simultane-
ously. He retains the Initiative and seeks an
opportunity to attack enemy weaknesses as
they become apparent. The operational art
positions forces to create operational advan-
tages over the enemy before contact is ever
made. As Sun Tzu indicated, proper prepa-
ration wdl allow victory before the battle is
even joined. The effective operational com-
mander must see the enemy’s current cours-
es of action, as well as future dispositions
and options available to both sides. The op.
erational level must be sufficiently robust
so that minor tactical setbacks do not dis-
rupt the flow of the plan and its potential to

accomplish the theater goals.
The effective operational-level com-

mander plans attacks throughout the the-
ater with all means available to constantly
pressure his adversary He considers all
ways and means to exploit success by seeing
the future battlefield, anticipating it and
timing the application of his forces to the
greatest advantage.

Using these definitions, a comparison of
two nations’ styles of war at the operational
level is instructive. An examination of the
Soviets and the Germans during World
War II, or the Great Patriotic War, follows.
Leadership styles, firepower, maneuver,
intelligence, protection of forces, sustain-
ment, deception and disruption are con-
sidered. Thoughts on the implications of
these styles of war for future combat are also
presented.
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A failed Soviet breskoui sttempt

Eventually, the resources of their country gave the Soviets a distinct advantage.
In addition, the low value placed on human life freed the Soviet High Command
horn many of the moral inhibitions held by other armies of the time; however, ~~
the long duration of the war and extensive losses forced the Soviet command

into .qreater economy of manpower.

The Soviets
Historical accounts of traumatic events

are bound to include nationalistic senti-
ment, For this reason, US accounts of World
War D seldom portray the tremendous in-
fluence the Soviet Union had on the conduct
of the war and the ultimate defeat of Germa-
ny. This is understandable in light of post-

war tensions and the Cold War of the 1950s.
An entire generation of Americans grew up
believing the war was won on the Western
Front, and the Eastern Front was merely an
unimportant side show that tied up German
forces. Apparently, the true heroics and the
ultimate victory were gained by the Anglo-
American forces onthe African and Europe- .
ancontinents. ‘

Similarly, generations ofSoviets view the
participation of non-Soviet forces in.World
War Hasunimportant. Justaswe viewthe “
Soviets with a profound distrust, we are
viewed. Thus, histories of either country’s

contribution to World War 11and its tech-
niques of fight]ng are skewed by political in-
trigues.

Toovercome this problem, in late 1947
and 1945,a committee of former German of-
ficers at the European Command (EUCOM)
Historical Divisioh Interrogation Enclosur&
in Neustadt, Germany, undertook a careful
and objective examiriation of Soviet combat
methods used during World War II. Who
better to ask than those who fought against
the Soviet operational m-t?

&Duringtheearlyperiodofthew ;theSovi-
et techniquesofcombat couldbecharacterized
astotaHylacking ineny flexibility.The Soviet
tighter dld not possessthejudgment to think
independently.ARer invasion by Germany, it
became the full intention of the Soviet High
Command to protect the homeland and stop
theGermanforces.This theydid by a,pec~liar
dieregardfor human beings and a contempt
for hfe in general.

,
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During World War I, the RussIan army
had been an amorphous mass, immovable
and lacking in any individuality. It held a
tremendous number of illiterates. After the
revolution, Soviet forces were well on their
way to acquiring a strong sense of indiv&-
ality. This sense of independence was not
fully achieved during World War H, but it
was not far off, if still elusive.

The ,%viets demanded and received from
their soldiers a bravery and unqualified
obedience unmatched in any other World
War II army. They took a raw mass of men
“and,in the later days of the war, converted
them into an extremely effective fighting
machine. The severity of the average Soviet
peasant’s life inured him to the privations of
war, and the Soviet soldier seemed unaffect-
ed by the demands of terrain and season.
Since he required few provisions and most of
the Great Patr]otic War was fought in
“Mother Russia,” sustainment problems
dealt only with equipment and supplies for
the conduct of operations, not for the care
and previsioning of the individual soldier.

‘ In the area of deception, the Soviets sel-
dom employed large-scale ruses. While they
did feign the existence of troops by increas-
ing the level of fire supposedly being offered
by those troops, this became commonplace
and, hence, predictable. On the other hand,
the Germans reported they had to constant-
ly be on guard against dishonesty and de-
ception attempts by individual Soviet sol-
diers. They would.feign surrender and sud-
denly open tire at very close range or feign
death to accomplish a sudden ambush of the
unsuspecting.

At the higher echelons of commzind, the
Soviet leaders proved very capable from the
onset of the war. They demonstrated a great
deal offlexibility, initiative and energy, but
were unable to inspire the mass of Soviet
soldiers. The various political purges in the
Soviet Union took their toll of these officers
and an appreciable portion of this command

strata simply disappeared.The young, ener-
getic Soviet nation was able to draw upon its
populace to replace these officers, but not
untd acertain decrease in the efficiency and
effectiveness of the Soviet forces had oc-
curred.

In mid-July 1941, the German LH1Infan-
try Corps was sent to the defensive battle in
the Dnieper-Berezma triangle to dull Se-
men K. Tlmoshenko’s thrust into the flank
and rear of the 2d Panzer Group.The Soviets
planned a double envelopment with Ti-
moshenko commanding the southern pin.
cer. Although the Germans had defeatedthe
northern pincer, Timoshenko skillfully car-
ried out hispart of the operation, bottling up
the 2d Panzer Group for three weeks with
numerically inferior forces.

Apparently, German methods of conduct-
mg campaigns had a great influence on the
.Soviets Having readJ. F. C. Fuller as inter-
preted by B. H, L1ddell-Hart, the Soviets
emphasized operations against flank and
rear, large-scale envelopments and encir-
clements Llkewme, they used mobile de-
fense and, finally, breakthrough and break-
out. All of these techniques can be seen in
Timoshenko’s plan for a double envelop-
ment and isolatlon of the large German .
armored forces that had crossed the
Dn{eper. In execution, this operation was
conducted Inan et%c]entand energetic fash-
ion. In November 1941,the Soviets correctly
identified the weakest part of the German
armored thrusts and carried out a large-
scale bperation to counter the Germans’ for-
ward momentum

Eventually, the resources of their country
gave tbe Sov]ets a distinct advantage. In ad-
d}tlon, the low value placed on human life
freed the Soviet HqghCommand from many
of the moral mhibltions held by other arm-
ies of the time; however, the long duration of
the war and extensive losses forced the Sovi-
et command into greater economy of man- .
power.
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Although the upper levels of the Soviet
command had a great flexibility of thought
and operation, such was not the case at
lower levels (division and below). At these
levels the Soviet army often remained in-
flexible and indecisive. The result was often
lethargy and missed opportunities.

Soviet elements that had broken through
German lines often remained for days with-
out recognizing their favorable position or
taking advantage of it. Often, commanders
reacted according to tactical doctrine with-
out regard for the current circumstances. In
September 1941, Soviets attacked the same
sector for seven straight days for no appar-
ent reason, without any understandable ra- I
tionale and with no apparent euccess, but
with extremely high losses. Tbe new com-
mander had apparently found an old order
stating that attacks should be mounted all
along the front to ease the pressure on Len-
ingrad. Unable to determine that these at-
tacks had ever been made, he resolve@to fol-
low the order, though it was in fact more
than two months old and the pressure on
Leningrad had long since dissipated.

Soviet battle techniques can be character-
ized by the use of masses of humans and ma-
teriel, generally applied without inteHi-
gence or variation, but under such condi-
tions they proved effective. If once
successful (and often if not) these operation
would be repeated because of the inflexibili-
ty of mind and unimaginative obstinacy.

In some ways the Soviets were themselves
a contradiction. While the army or army
group boundary was inviolable, they
showed a remarkable flexibility in their fre-
quqnt .s>ifting of units in the front lines.
Likewle,e,when units were “used up,” they
were withdrawn from combat to be refilled
or totally replaced. They used their railroad
system most effectively to rapidly concen-
trate forces on the battlefield and learned
that speed was synonymous with survival.

Thus, according to P. H. Vigor, the cam-

paign in Manchuria became an excellent ex-
ample of the way in which the Soviets are
likely to start future wars. Specifically, they
learned to concentrate overwhelming com-
bat power against an enemy’s vulnerability.
They secured strategic surprise. They
learned that their earlier inflexibility and
repetitiveness had cost them dearly in
terms ofmen and materiel. They even devel-
oped a deception plan which was not their
mode of operation in earlier phases of war.
The Soviets used the leaet expected route,
date, time, place and weather conditions to
mount their attack.

The next important area of Soviet opera-
tions in the later part of World War II in-
volved the use of epeedto overcome the ene-
my. Though the Japanese in the area were
essentially weak, the creation of forward de-
tachments, consisting of several divisions
with their supporting arme, could themsel-
ves smash most enemy resistance and could
remain in column formations. Finally, the
Soviets had learned to bypass pockets of re-
sistance. Like the Germans on the Eastern
Front, the Soviets learned that the Aufrol-
len and Schwerpunkt of what Time maga-
zine called “blitzkrieg” were very eflective
against any enemy, including themselves.

The Germans ~
Like the Soviets, the Germans recognize!

the art of war involved the correct estima-
tion and careful weighing of one’s own capa-
bilities in hght of enemy capabilities. Their
commanders knew that to be successful
against the Soviets, they had to employ all
resources with correct timing in suitable
terrain and in a way that was at least ex-
pected to guarantee success.

The long duration of World War II and the
ever, widening scope of the war created a
state of constant shortages and deficiencies.
Unlike their Soviet opponents, the Ger~ans,
immediately adopted a flexibility’ of mind
that allowed improvisation as necessary.
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Sowet !nfantty rush past
a destroyed panzer.

Soviet battle techniques can be characterized by the use of masses of humans
and materiel, generally applied without intelligence or variation,
but under such conditions they proved effective. If qnce successful

(and often if not) these operations would be repeated because of the inflexibility
of mind and unimaginative obstinacy.

Unfortunately, toward the end of the Soviet
Campaign the entire opeiation became one
of improvisation. Time was of the essence.

On penetrating the western Soviet de-
fenses, the Germans felt the pinch ofvulner-
able lines of communication. To protect
these supply lines, they were forced to com-
mit units to guard duty that could have been
in combat. They also found that their intelli-
gence was lacking. While they had initially
been greeted as liberators, their high-
handed treatment of the local populace had
eliminated the best of their intelligence
sources. Now, harassed by partisans and
cavalry, the Germans felt the blindness of
no intelligence data.

By February 1942, the Germans were se-
verely exhausted. Though their leaders
were strong and capable, limitations on re-
supply and replacements had cut down on
their willingness to fight. Similarly, the
army, so dependent on mechanized forces to

defeat the enemy, Lad bogged down in the
Soviet mud.

Little known to many, this began the .
snail offensive. Here, speed was not of the
essence. In fact, the speed of a snail was suf-
ficient. Units would proceedonly to a worth-
while objective without incurring a great
deal of danger. This operation was to grope
like a snail and withdraw its feelers or com-
pletelychangedirection when tonfrontedhy
an obstacle. Its sole pqrose was to place the
supply Ilnes beyond the enemy’s reach.
While this offensive was atypical of the Ger-
man mode of operations, it serves to demon-
strate the flexibility with which they ap-
proached operations on the Eastern Front-
directly contrary to the inflexibility
demonstrated by the enemy.

German flexibility extended to organiza-
tion as well. At Seydlitz, General Walther
Model lacked intelligence concerning his
enemy to such an extent that he formed a
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The Soviets learned well from German examples and turned
the Germans’ own operational techniques against them. Then, the overwhelming
numbers of forces the Soviets could muss at one point simply broke the strained

supply lines of the Germans and forced defeat.

provisional cavalry brigade from the recon-
naissance battalions of the elg~t divisions
under his command.

Though Adolph Hitler believed the Soviet
Union could be overthrown in me cam-
paign, his operational commanders did not.
They focused on the Soviet army, believing
that the loss of Moscow was something the
Soviet High Command could not risk. Thus,
a threat to Moscow would force the Soviets
to meet them on the field where German op-
erat]rms—characterized by speed and flexi-
bdity to}robe theenemy’s weakness-could
concentrate manpower and firepower.

F3repowerwas quickly brought to bear on
the enemy by superior German mobility.
Their forces, largely mechanized in the
spearpoint oftbe blitzkrieg, could generally
maneuver to threaten the Soviet lines of
communication at several places simulta-
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neously. Later, when the maneuverability
of the Soviet forces rivaled that of the Ger-
mans, primarily because of the massive So-
viet mechanization effort, this advantage
was negated. The Soviets learned well from%
German examples and turned the Germaris’
own operational techniques against them.
Then, the overwhelming numbers of forces
the Soviets could mass at one point simply
broke the strained supply lines of the Ger-

1

mans and forced efeat,
There are man similarities betwben the

operational techmques of the Germans and
the Soviets during the latter days of the war.
The German Kesselschtacht actually in-
volved a series of double envelopments
which became the hallmark of Soviet opera-
tions in Manchuria and during’the Belc%us-’
sian offensive. Both armies successfully
used infiltration techniques to put formid-

.
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able forces in their opponent’s rear areas.
Both learned the importance of combined
arms, pariicularl y combining infantry and
armor with field artiIlery and aerial cover
duiing all operations.

Thus, on the Eastern Front victory was
achieved by the forces that could use their
intelligence systems to identify enemy
weaknesses, protect their own forces while
maneuvering against these weaknesses,
achieve operational surprise through the
use of deception plans, bring decisive ma’ss-
es of forces and firepower to bear against the
enemy, and sustain that force through the
long winters. To make this happen, the lead-
ership had to orchestrate all efforts to
achieve theater and strategic” goals, while
demonstrating adequate flexibility to modi-
fy plans as necessary to take advantage of
the situation.

The Future
This discussion bears important informa-

tion for future combat. The Soviets have
demonstrated a success in combat that can-
not be taken lightly. Their World War II en-

emies, the Germans, a highly respectable

EASTERNFRONT

army by any standards, did not overlook So-
viet skills. I believe that today we danger-
ously delude ourselves concerning these
skiHs.

At the lowest level, we believe that the So-
viet soldier ISa Vodka-dependent incompe-
tent, who blindly followe orders without
question. While that may have been an ac-
curate description atone time, it is not accu-
rate now. The Germans credited the Soviet
soldier with being one of the bravest they
had ever faced, including Americans and
British. Likewise, he is inured to a hardship
well beyond that of the US fighting man. He
follows doctrine, but not dogma.

At the operational level, the inflexibility
of thinking that characterized the Soviet
High Command in the early days of the war
is gone. As seen in the Manchuria operation,
the Soviets learned their lessons well. Their
combination of mass and speedwith flexible
improvisation based on success on the bat-
tlefield, makes a very formidable opponent.
We, as professional soldiers: would do well
to carefully study the operational lessons of
the Eastern Front and the subsequent im-
pact they have had on today’s Soviet army.
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